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european commission and hr/vp contribution to the european ... - 1 i. introduction the european union
(eu) and china are linked by an enduring relationship. they are two of the three largest economies and traders
in the world. the eu-china strategic partnership: achievements and ... - making and external relations of
the european union, published in chinese by china renmin university press, july 2007 . the views expressed in
this paper are purely those of the author and may not be regarded mapping the eu-china cultural and
creative landscape - chinese state leaders and leaders from european institutions, was officially launched in
april 2012, to provide a framework for exchanges between china and eu in the fields of education, culture,
research and youth. policy paper - publications.ceu - eu frontier policy paper no. 16 – center for european
neighborhood studies 6 china’s role in central europe and the ever intensifying scrutiny that chinese joint
communication to the european parliament and the ... - joint communication to the european
parliament and the council elements for a new eu strategy on china . 2 i. introduction i.1 executive summary
this joint communication proposes elements for a new eu strategy on china. it is intended to constitute the
china dimension of implementing the juncker commission's political guidelines, contributing to the jobs, growth
and investment agenda and to ... europe china research and advice network (ecran) - • chinese policy
toward the eu is outlined in “china’s eu policy paper” issued by the state council in october 2003, which
recognizes the eu as a major force in the world. it outlines occasional paper series - european central
bank - on 25-27 november 2010; and (2) “new growth models for china”, organised by the european central
bank and held in frankfurt am main on 20 november 2012. the views expressed in this paper do not
guideline: packaging in china - liaa - guideline: packaging in china chinese packaging regulations pose a
significant hurdle to trading with chinaparticularly for high— - value small packaged goods and the luxury end
of the market. lack of harmonisation in excessive packaging and hazardous goods regulation means european
exporters need to be mindful that they are in compliance. this applies particularly to pharmaceuticals ...
china’s national emissions trading system - ieta - ictsd global platform on climate change, trade and
sustainable energy issue paper no. 6 china’s national emissions trading system implications for carbon
markets and trade alicia garcía-herrero, k.c. kwok, liu xiangdong, tim ... - chinese imports of services
grew at an average annual rate of more than 25 per cent between 2010 and 2015, and the eu’s trade surplus
in services with china has been growing at an average annual rate of 37 per cent since 2010, reaching €11
billion in china's arctic policy - europarlropa - eprs | european parliamentary research service 2 the arctic's
growing relevance for china china's white paper on its arctic policy of 26january2018 confirms that the region
has significantly moved up china's foreign policy agenda during president xijinping's first term of office
(2013-2018).1 to legitimise china's growing role and interest in the arctic despite its short arctic history
andlack ... merics papers on china - open new avenues for negotiating the conditions of sino-european
economic relations, including in smart-manufacturing. taking over international high-tech enterprises made in
china 2025 also has an outward-looking dimension: the accelerating acquisition of inter-national high-tech
companies by chinese investors. to speed up china’s technological catch-up and to leapfrog stages of ...
commission staff working document on ... - european commission - chinese economy and those found
in relation to the various factors of production. 1 constitution of the people's republic of china (adopted at the
fifth session of the fifth national people's congress and promulgated for implementation by the announcement
of the national people's congress on 4 china: international trade and wto accession - imf - imf working
paper asia and pacific department china: international trade and wto accession ... united states, and the
european union (table 2). china’s role in asian regional trade has also become increasingly important. a rising
share of its imports come from within the region, and china is now among the most important export
destinations for other asian countries (table 3 and figure 2 ...
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